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Abstract—Web sessions clustering is a process of web usage
mining task that aims to group web sessions with similar trends
and usage patterns into clusters. This process is crucial for
effective website management, web personalization and
developing web recommender systems. Accurate clustering of
web sessions is highly dependent to the similarity measure
defined to compare web sessions. In this paper, we propose a
similarity measure for comparing web sessions. The sequential
order of web navigations in sessions is considered using sequence
alignment method. Furthermore, we propose to consider the
usage similarity of two web sessions based on the time a user
spends on a webpage, and also the frequency of visit of each page
within the session. The proposed method is validated by
clustering a collection of web sessions using an agglomerative
clustering technique and comparing the results with available
methods. The experimental results show effectiveness of the
proposed method to capture the properties of web session data.
Keywords-interestingness of webpage; webpage simialrity
measure; sequence alignment; web sessions clustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web (WWW) is considered as the largest
distributed collection of information. By rapid growth of this
information resource, it has become a difficult task for users to
acquire their desired information even in a particular website.
Hence, a need for developing techniques that can facilitate this
issue has been highlighted. Knowing the users and making
profiles of them can be helpful for websites to present relevant
information to particular visitors. To address this issue, web
usage mining has recently attracted many attentions [1]. Web
usage mining is an application of data mining which tries to
extract useful patterns from data that are obtained from the
interaction of users with the web. Deploying web mining
techniques are crucial for any application that aims to ease the
use of the web such as creating adaptive websites, web
personalization, web recommender systems, etc. Web usage
mining from web access log files has three steps [1]: (1) data
pre-processing; (2) pattern discovery by applying various
techniques such as clustering, classification, association
discovery, and sequential pattern discovery to the data; and (3)
pattern analysis which aims at eliminating irrelevant patterns
from the discovered patterns in previous step.
In our study, we are interested in the web sessions
clustering which is the problem of grouping web sessions with
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similar usage patterns into groups. Any clustering process
tends to maximize the intra-group similarity and minimize the
inter-group similarity of cluster objects [2]. One of the most
challenging issues in clustering web session is how to measure
the similarity of two web sessions. A more precise similarity
measure can definitely be more helpful for investigating the
nature of the data. The most popular measures that are used for
web sessions clustering are Euclidean distance, Cosine
similarity measure, and Jaccard coefficient. We should keep in
mind that a web session contains a sequence of URLs accessed
by a user. Therefore, a good similarity measure should be
defined so that it does not ignore the sequential nature of web
navigations in sessions. On the other hand, not all of the URLs
visited in a session are equally important to the user.
In this paper, we borrow the idea of sequence alignment [3]
from bioinformatics in order to find the best match of two
session sequences. Sequence alignment is one of the
fundamental operations in bioinformatics in order to capture
the relationships between DNA sequences. Similar to each
session which consists of a sequence of web pages, each DNA
contains a sequence of amino acids. Consequently, techniques
used in DNA sequences alignment can be applied to measure
the similarity of web sessions. Similar to the DNA sequence
alignment, the problem of computing the similarity between
web sessions can be facilitated by using dynamic programming
techniques [3]. In addition to the sequential nature of web
sessions, we consider the time a user spends on a webpage and
also the frequency of the visitation from a particular webpage
in a web session in order to estimate the importance of that
page to the user. Using the Silhouette coefficient [2] of the
obtained clusters as the evaluation measure, we compare our
method with available methods. The results show that our
method is more effective in investigating the similarity of web
sessions for web sessions clustering task.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, a review on some available methods for clustering
web sessions is presented. In Section 3, we introduce a new
method for estimating the similarity of two sessions using
sequence alignment. The experimental results for evaluating
the proposed method are presented in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes our study. Also, future works are
presented in this section.
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II.

RELA
ATED WORK

D
Different
sim
milarity measuures have beeen proposedd for
captuuring web seessions’ similaarities. Also, various clustering
algorithms have been
b
introduceed in literaturee for groupingg web
M of thesee works repressent a
users with commoon practices. Most
sessiion using a vector
v
definedd over the space of web pages
p
withhin a particularr website: a vector
v
dimensiion corresponnds to
speccific URL within the webbsite. Dependiing on the values
assiggned to these dimensions, different
d
userr behavior anaalysis
can be performedd. The most common
c
methhod is to assoociate
binaary values to a dimension, i.e.
i the value 1 for pages which
w
the user
u
has visiteed them in thhe session andd 0 for the otthers.
Nasrraoui et al. [4] used this reprresentation forr web sessionss and
deployed the norm
malized cosine of the anglee between thee two
vectoors as the sim
milarity of theem for web sessions clusteering.
Som
me other methoods have been proposed to use
u feature weeights
baseed on the tim
me a user spends on a particular webbpage
(perhhaps normaliized by the size of the webpage) orr the
frequuency of occcurrence of a URL withinn the user session
insteead of binaryy weights [5]], [6]. Yan et
e al. [5] applied
Eucllidean distancce in web user
u
clusterinng task and then
sugggested some links to web
w
users acccording to their
correesponding clluster. None of the meentioned metthods
captuures the sequuential nature of web naviggations withinn the
sessiions.
I a newer attempt,
In
a
Baneerjee and Ghhosh [7] usedd the
relattive time speent on the longest
l
comm
mon sub-sequuence
betw
ween two sesssions, found through
t
dynam
mic programm
ming,
as thhe similarity between
b
two sessions.
s
The authors then built
an abstract
a
similaarity graph forr the set of sessions and applied
the graph partitiooning methodds in order too cut the absstract
grapph into clusterrs. Wang andd Zaiane [8] introduced a new
methhod to measurre similarities between web sessions baseed on
sequuence alignmeent in computaational biologgy. In this metthod,
theyy first definedd a similarity between two web pages using
u
Ls in the weebsite. Then, they
hieraarchical struccture of URL
utilizzed dynamic programming
p
to find the beest match betw
ween
two session sequuences. In thee method presented in [9], the
accuurate viewing time of the acccessed pagess are considered in
addition to the UR
RL of pages foor defining the similarity off two
web pages. Similaar to [8], a dyynamic prograamming proceess is
thenn applied to finnd the best maach for two seessions. In [100], an
algorithm for Weeb Session Cllustering Baseed on Increasse of
Simiilarities (WSC
CBIS) is presented using thee method propposed
in [99]. This algoriithm decreasess the time andd space compllexity
of cllustering comppared to k-meaans and Robust Clustering using
u
linkss (ROCK) [111]. Hay et al. [12] have cllustered web users
u
usingg two differennt similarity measures:
m
Seqquence Alignnment
Methhod (SAM) annd Associatioon measure (E
Euclidean distaancebaseed measure). In
I SAM, the sequential orrder of requessts is
takenn into considderation and not the posittion of them. The
resullts proved thhat SAM retriieves sequencces not only with
similar pages, buut the order of pages iss also considdered
mpared to the associative meaasure.
comp
T method prroposed in thiis paper has siimilar basic iddea to
The
the methods pressented in [9]. Compared to this workk, we
conssider not only the time a useer spends on a webpage, butt also
the frequency
f
of the visitationn from a particular webpagge in
ordeer to estimate the
t interestinggness of that paage to the userr in a

session. Then, wee define the sim
milarity of tw
wo web pages based
b
on the
t conjunctioon of the simiilarity of the web pages’ URLs
U
and the similarityy of their interrestingness to the users. Finnally,
we employ
e
sequeence alignmennt in order to find
f
the best match
m
of tw
wo sessions annd estimate thee similarity off two sessions..
A. Web
W Page Sim
milarity Basedd on the URLs
Wang
W
and Zaiiane [8] proposed a metho
od to measurre the
simiilarity of two different webb pages. Thiss method doees not
conssider the conteent of web pagges but simply
y the paths leaading
to a webpage in the
t hierarchiccal structure of
o the URLs of
o the
web
bsite. The detaail informationn of this meth
hod is discusssed in
[8]. Briefly, in order
o
to meassure the similarity of two web
pagees, we first reepresent each level of their URLs by a tooken.
As a result, the token
t
string oof the full patth of a URL is
i the
conccatenation of all the repressentative tokeens for each level.
l
The token for eacch level is asssigned based on
o the hierarcchical
struccture of the website. Maarking the trree structure of a
nom
minal website is
i illustrated iin Fig.1. In ord
der to computte the
simiilarity of two web pages, w
we first determ
mine the lenggth of
the longest tokenn string amoong the two. Then, we giive a
weig
ght to each leevel of tokenss from the lasst to the first. The
last level of the loongest token sstring is given
n a weight equual to
1, th
he second to the
t last is giveen weight 2, and
a so on. Finnally,
the similarity beetween two token stringss (Token Sim
m) is
defin
ned as the suum of the weeights of thosee matching tookens
divided by the sum of the total weigh
hts. The obtaained
simiilarity for pairr of web pagees ranges from
m 0, for the pages
p
with
hout any identtical token inn identical place, to 1, for pages
p
that are exactly thhe same. An eexample of th
his process forr two
nom
minal URLs (example-weebsite/A/C.htm
ml and exam
mpleweb
bsite/A/B.htmll) is presentedd in Fig. 2. For this examplee, the
simiilarity betweenn two token sttrings is (3+2)) / (3+2+1) = 0.83.

Figure 1. Marking the UR
RL tree of a nomin
nal website.

Figure 2.
2 An example oof token string com
mparison.
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B. Web Page Similarity Based on the Importance to the User
As mentioned, we use the similarity of two web pages with
conjunction of the similarity between the interests of their
users in visiting those pages. In a particular session, the
normalized frequency of the visit of the ith webpage (Pi) and
the time spent on this page can be represented using (1) and
(2) respectively. In (1), the Frequency(Pi) is simply the
number of times the webpage Pi has been visited in the
session. In (2), the Time Spent on(Pi) is the difference between
the exact time of the request of page Pi and the time of the
request for the next webpage in the session from the access log
file. Consider that, we cannot compute this value for the last
webpage requested in the session. Here, we define the time
spent on the last webpage of a session as the average time
spent on other web pages of the session. Considering the fact
that the length of a webpage (in bytes) can have impact on the
time that is needed to visit that page, we have normalized the
spent time on pages by dividing this value by the length of the
corresponding webpage as shown in (2).

their URLs (Token Sim) and their interestingness to the user
(Interest Sim), we can define the similarity of two web pages
as shown in (5). In this equation, the parameter  is a scale
factor which should be associate with a value between 0 and 1.

(1)

For applying the sequence alignment method, we need to
define a scoring function which helps find the optimal
matching between two session sequences. Consider that, the
similarity of two web pages discussed in previous section plays
the role of a page matching goodness function. The scoring
function deployed in the method of this paper is as follows. For
each identical matching, i.e. a pair of pages with similarity 1,
the score is 20; for each mismatching, i.e. a pair of pages with
similarity 0, or matching a page with a gap, the score is –10;
for a pair of pages with similarity ∈(0,1), the score for their
matching is between -10 and 20. Hence, the scoring function
for the similarity between two pages Pi and Pj can be calculated
using (6). Consider that, the parameter  is actually the
similarity between pages Pi and Pj which was calculated in
previous section.

Frequency( Pi )
¦ Frequncey( P)

Freq (Pi ) =

P∈All pages in session

Time Spent on(P i )
Length(P i )
SpentTime( Pi ) =
Time Spent on(P)
¦
Length(P)
P∈All pages in session

(2)

In (2) and (3), frequency of the visitation of a webpage and
the spent time on that page are normalized by their
denominator which is the sum of these values for the whole
requests in the session. These two measures should be
combined to describe the interestingness of a webpage to a
user. In mathematics, the harmonic mean is one of the several
kinds of average. In our case, we use the harmonic mean of
the Freq and SpentTime for page Pi as the measure of
interestingness of this page to a user in one session. This value
can be described using (3).
Interest(P i ) =

2
1
1
+
Freq(P i ) SpentTime( Pi )

(3)

Finally, we define a measure to estimate the similarity of
the interestingness of two visitors from ith page (Pi) and jth (Pj)
page in a session. This value can be estimated using (4).
Consider that Pi and Pj can also belong to different sessions.
Interest Sim(P i , P j ) =

min { Interest(P i ), Interest(P j ) }
max { Interest(P i ), Interest(P j ) }

(4)

Considering the similarity between pair of pages based on
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Similarity (Pi , P j ) =  Token Sim(P i , P j )
+ (1 − ) Interest Sim(P i , P j )

(5)

C. Similarity of Web Sessions
As mentioned earlier, we consider each session as a
sequence of URLs that are requested by the user. For
estimating the similarity of two web sessions, we apply the
sequence alignment method in order to find the best match
between two sequences. In aligning two sequences, not only
characters that match identically are considered, but also spaces
or gaps (or conversely, insertions in the other sequence) and
mismatches, both of which can correspond to mutations. In
sequence alignment, we want to find an optimal alignment that,
loosely speaking, maximizes the number of matches and
minimizes the number of spaces and mismatches.

Score (Pi, Pj) = –10 + 30  , 0    1

(6)

As mentioned earlier, the estimation of the similarity
between two web sessions is calculated using the sequence
alignment method in order to find the best match between two
sequences. The final similarity between the two sequences is
obtained based on their optimal matching and the length of the
sequences. An optimal matching is an alignment with the
highest possible score. As mentioned earlier, the problem of
finding the optimal matching of two sequences can be
facilitated using dynamic programming, i.e. the similarity of
two sessions sequences can be computed by considering the
contribution of the similarity of pages in the head of each
sequence and the maximum similarity in the remaining subsequence. This process can be described using a matrix in
which one sequence (session) is placed along the top and the
other sequence (session) is placed along the left side of the
matrix. An example of such matrix is illustrated in Fig. 3. In
this figure, each webpage in a session is shown using
corresponding token to each level of the webpage URL in the
structure of the website. Also, the time the user has spent on
each webpage is shown in parentheses for each webpage.

Figure 3. An example off session matchinng matrix.

I order to calculate thee optimal maatching usingg the
In
sequuence alignmeent matrix, a gap
g is added to
t the start of each
sequuence which indicates
i
the starting pointt of the matchhing.
The goal is to finnd an optimal path from thee top left cornner to
b
right corner
c
of the matrix.
m
In eachh step, we can only
the bottom
havee a right, down
d
or diaagonal move. A right move
m
correesponds to inserting a gap to the sequennce in the left
ft and
matcching the sequuence on top with
w a gap, while
w
a down move
m
correesponds to innserting a gapp to the sequuence on topp and
matcching the seqquence on leftt with a gap. In each stepp, the
scoree for each thrree moves is calculated
c
andd the maximuum of
them
m is added to the current score,
s
which had
h been obtaained
from
m previous moves.
m
In other words, thee direction which
w
provvides maximum
m score is chhosen in each step. The opttimal
pathh is then achieeved through back propagaating from boottom
rightt corner to thhe starting pooint. In the giiven examplee, the
optim
mal path fouund through back
b
propagaating is shownn by
arrow
ws in Fig. 3. The
T score thatt is put in the lower right coorner
is the optimal sequuence alignmeent score. In our
o scoring sysstem,
the optimal scoree cannot be bigger than the length off the
shorrter session muultiplied by 200. Also, it cannnot be smallerr than
the length
l
of the longer session multiplied by
b -10. Thereefore,
the final
f
similarityy measure caan be calculateed by normallizing
the optimal
o
score with respect to
t these maxim
ma and minim
ma. In
the case
c
of our exxample, the siimilarity of tw
wo web sessioons is
[69.117 – (–10 × 6)]
6 / [(20 × 5) – (–10 × 6)] = 0.81. Usingg this
definnition, the sim
milarity value for
f two web session
s
will alw
ways
be between 0 and 1.
III.

The
T empirical evaluation repported in this paper concernns the
quesstion whether the proposed method, whicch considererss both
the similarity
s
of web
w pages bassed on their URLs
U
and the usage
u
simiilarity of them
m in order too define a scoring function for
sequ
uence alignmeent method, caan properly reeflect the natuure of
the session dataa. Web usagee data that are used forr this
M
websiite by
expeeriment are coollected from the Music Machine
Perk
kowitz and Etzioni
E
[13]. T
The original data, used inn our
expeeriment, contaains 62668 reqquests from lo
og files of thee web
serv
ver for five ranndom days inn 1998. After preprocessingg task
on th
he original daata using methhods described
d in [14], 26644 web
sessions were exttracted. We haave compared
d our method to
t the
o as the exteended
one presented inn [9], which we refer to
uence Alignm
ment (SA) metthod. As descrribed earlier, in
i the
Sequ
exteended SA metthod, only the accurate viewing time of
o the
acceessed pages are
a taken intoo consideration
n for definingg the
usag
ge similarity between two web session
ns. This method is
claim
med to perfoorm better inn revealing th
he nature of data
com
mpared to the normal SA m
method presented in [8]. Allso, it
has been proved that
t
the SA m
method can efffectively reflecct the
uential nature of web navigaations in web sessions clusttering
sequ
com
mpared to otther similarityy measures such as Jaccard
coeffficient [8].
To
T compare our
o method w
with extended SA, two disstance
matrrices holdingg pairwise sequence allignment distance
meaasures betweeen web sesssions are ob
btained usingg our
prop
posed methodd and the exteended SA. Co
onsidering thee fact
that the similariity measures obtained fro
om both metthods
m 0 to 1, thee distance betw
ween two sesssions
alwaays range from
can be calculatedd by subtractting the simillarity of two web
nce matrices caan be
sessions from 1. Finally, the obbtained distan
d for clusterinng the web seessions. For our
o experimennt, we
used
havee applied thhe agglomeraative clusterin
ng using average
linkaage method [1]
[ to construuct a linkage tree. The average
linkaage method iss not very sussceptible to no
oise and outlieers in
the input data. After
A
constructting the linkag
ge tree, we cuut off
t in order too generate dessired number of
o clusters from
m the
the tree
session data. In thhis experimennt the parametter  used in (5) is
t 0.7.
set to
For
F evaluatingg the effectiveeness of the sim
milarity measuure in
this paper, the average
a
Silhoouette Coeffiicient (SC) [2] is
w
sessions data in th
heir clusters. The
calculated for web
houette coefficcient considerrs both cohesiion and separration
Silh
of data points for evaluating cluusters. The Sillhouette coeffi
ficient
valu
ue for ith web session
s
(si) cann be calculated
d using (7).

EXPERIMEN
NTAL EVALUA
ATION

Many attemptts have been made
M
m
to evaluuate the clustering
gooddness and too find rules to quantify the quality of a
clusttering result. Cluster vallidation for large datasetts of
categgorical data such as web session data iss a very hard task.
Prevvious works thhat proposed to use the seequence alignnment
methhod to cluster web session data,
d
validates their experim
mental
resullts manually rather than quantitatively
q
[8], [9]. Connsider
that, due to the larrge number off web pages inn a typical webbsite,
usuaally a large number
n
of weeb sessions arre needed to fully
repreesent possiblee usage patterrns over that website.
w
How
wever,
as thhe sequence allignment methhod is a time consuming proocess,
dealiing with a larrge dataset inncreases the prrocessing tim
me for
consstructing clusteers.

si =

bi − a i
m
max(a
i ,bi )

(7)

In
I (7), ai is the
t average ddistance of ith sessions from
m the
otheer sessions in its correspondding cluster. The
T parameterr bi is
the minimum of the average ddistances from
m the ith sessioon to
the sessions in other clusteers. The vallue of Silhoouette
1 the
coeffficient can vaary from -1 too 1; the closer the value to 1,
betteer the clusteriing result. Thhe average Silhouette coeffi
ficient
valu
ues for differennt number of clusters (range from 2 to 255) for
the two
t distance matrices
m
are shhown in Fig. 4.
4
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Average Silhouette Coefficient

0.04

Proposed
Method

0.03

Extended SA
Method

0.02
0.01
0
-0.01 0

10

20

30

-0.02
-0.03

effectiveness of our method. However, the time complexity of
SA methods is still high.
As described, we estimated the similarity of two web pages
based on the similarity of their hierarchical structure of URLs
while ignoring the content of web pages. To have a better
estimation of the similarity of two web pages, we can use other
methods proposed for web content mining such as Information
Retrieval or semantic web approaches. Furthermore, for having
a more general evaluation, we can use a larger collection of
web sessions data and apply different clustering algorithms on
these data.

Number of Clusters
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